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Abstract—In service-orientation, the notion of service is studied from different point of views. On the one hand, several approaches have been proposing services that are able to adapt themselves according to the context in which they are used. On the other hand, some researches have been proposing to consider user intentions when proposing business services. We believe that these two views are complementary. An intention is only meaningful when considering the context in which it emerges. Conversely, context description is only meaningful when associated with a user intention. In order to take profit of both views, we propose to extend the Ontology Web Language for services description (OWL-S). We include on it both the specification of context associated with the service and the intention that characterize it. This extended description is experimented in a semantic registry that we built for service discovery purposes. Such registry considers a matching algorithm, which exploits the extended description. Then, we present experimental results of this matching algorithm that demonstrates the advantages one may have on using the proposed descriptor. Thus, we propose a new vision of service orientation taking into account the notion of intention and context. This new vision is based on the extended semantic descriptor, which is necessary in order to enhance transparency of the system by proposing to the user the most appropriate service.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a computing paradigm lying on the notion of service. This notion is represented as fundamental element for developing software applications [25]. Besides, service stands to independent entities, with well-defined interfaces that can be invoked in a standard way. This does not require, from the user, knowledge about how the service actually performs its tasks [10].

SOA can be viewed through multiple lenses, from the IT perspective up to business leaders [37]. The notion of service is used on different abstraction levels. Technically, it refers to a large variety of technologies (Web Services, ESB [31], OSGI [24], etc.). On a business level, services are proposed as a way to respond to high-level user requirements.

One of the essential challenges in service orientation is how to find a set of suitable service candidates with regard to a user request and needs?

On the one hand, we can observe a tendency to context-awareness and adaptation on services. Several authors [15][34][35][36] have been proposing adaptable services to the context in which they are used. These services are usually called context-aware services [15]. Their importance is growing with the development of pervasive and mobile technologies. Context-aware services focus on service adaptation considering the circumstances in which it is requested. However, considerations such as why context is important and what is its impact to the user needs remain underestimated.

On the other hand, research has pointed out the importance of considering user requirements on service orientation. Several works [12][18][25][28] proposed to take into account user intentions when proposing business services. According to these works, a service is supposed to satisfy a given user intention.

However, even when considering high-level services, as business services, one should consider variability related to context. Several authors have been considering the influence of context information on business process [30][32]. This influence remains whenever such processes are implemented through business services. Such services still have to cope with the context in which they are called.

Therefore, we have two separated views of service orientation. First, we have an extremely technical view. It focuses on technical issues needed to execute and to adapt service in highly dynamic environments. In the opposite, we have a high level view. This view focuses on user requirements. The latter considers why a service is needed, without necessarily considering how it is executed, neither in which circumstances it is performed. More than the execution context, this high level view ignores the context in which user intentions emerge. Besides, technical view passes over user intentions behind service and observed context information.

We believe that these two views are complementary and should not be isolated from each other. Fully potential of service orientation will not be reached if we do not consider both points of view: intention-based services and context-aware services. A new vision of service orientation is necessary in order to enhance transparency of the system. In our opinion, an intention is only meaningful when considering it in a given context. Moreover, a context description is only meaningful when associated with a user intention.

Therefore, services should not only be realistic. They should also be described in sufficient detail to allow meaningful semantic discovery.
In order to explore such a complementary views, we should: (1) be able to represent user intention in order to be aware of the real use of a service; and (2) capture user context in order to choose the best strategy to reach user intention.

Thus, a closely relation can be observed between the concepts of intention, service and context. First, a user intention is defined as “user requirement representing the intention that a user wants to be satisfied by a service without saying how to perform it”. Then, the context information is defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity (a person, place, or object) [7]”. We believe that both concepts should be considered in service orientation. We advocate that the selection of the service satisfying user intention is valid only in a given context. For us, a context plays an important role influencing the manner to fulfill user intention and the execution of the service that satisfies this intention (Figure 1).

A user does not require a service because he is under a given context. He requires a service because he has an intention that a service can satisfy in this context. However, this intention is not a simple coincidence; it emerges because he is under a given context.

**Figure 1. Context and Intention in Service Orientation**

In a previous paper [21], we start exploring these ideas, by proposing a semantic description of services. This description encompasses the description of the intention service can satisfy and the context in which this intention is meaningful.

In the present paper, we go further on this semantic description. We propose a semantic description of services that fully describes service intentionality, contextual conditions and intentional composition of these services. We propose to enrich service registry by developing a complete semantic service descriptor based on our OWL-S extension. Then, we propose a service discovery process based on a matching algorithm guided by user and service context and intention. The matching algorithm is based on the implementation of our semantic service descriptor in order to find the most appropriate service according to the user request. This service discovery is implemented and evaluated in order to demonstrate the feasibility of our algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview on related work. Section III presents a motivating scenario. The Section IV introduces the notion of intention and context as preliminary concepts. In Section V, we present our proposition of a semantic descriptor for intentional and context-aware services. Besides we present, in this section, the implementation of our enriched service discovery and the matching algorithm. In Section VI, we discuss our evaluation of the discovery process. And finally, we conclude in Section VII.

**II. RELATED WORK**

A service can be seen as an independent and easily composed application that can be described, discovered and invoked by other applications and humans. In the last decade, the notion of service has evolved, from simple Web services to semantic Web services [17]. Indeed, we could observe an important tendency for semantically describing services, in order to handle potentially ambiguous service descriptions [17]. Such semantic description is based on richer representation languages, such as OWL-S [16]. OWL-S provides a comprehensive specification of a service.

From the one side, a semantic description is one of the building blocks of context-aware services. These context-aware services can be defined as services which description is associated with contextual properties. We can notice that, an important change has been performed on the way we work and on the way technology support us. We pass from a quite static model, in which people use to interact with business process only during their “work time” to “mobile worker” model [20]. With the evolution of mobile technologies, and notably smartphones, the static model does not fit anymore. Thus, Systems should now consider not only the tasks a user can (or must) perform, but also the context in which such user finds him when performing an action.

In this context, Taylor et al. [35] have considered enriching service with context information. Such works have considered using semantic Web technologies for describing context-aware services. These authors define context-aware services as services that are able to adapt themselves (their composition as well as the content they supply) according to the context in which they are used.

Next, several authors [34][36] have been proposing context-aware services, whose importance is growing with the development of pervasive technologies. An illustration of this phenomenon is given by [34], who propose improving service modeling, based on OWL-S, with context information (user information, service information and environment information). Suraci et al. [34] consider that user should be able to specify contextual requirements corresponding to the service he is looking for (availability, location, etc.). Furthermore, this user should be able to specify the context provided by the environment (wireless connection, etc.).

Other authors, such as [36], also advocate for representing context requirements when describing context-aware services. Toninelli et al. [36] consider that, in pervasive scenarios, users require context-aware services. These services are tailored to their needs, current position, execution environments, etc. Therefore, service modelling should be improved, including contextual information.
Moreover, Ben Mokhtar et al. [2] propose a context aware semantic matching of services based on ontologies. This is expressed in OWL-based languages for enriching service description. In order to support efficient, semantic and context-aware service discovery, they present EASY. From the one side, EASY provides a language for semantic specification of functional and non-functional service properties named EASY-L. From the other side, it provides EASY-M, a corresponding set of conformance relations. These authors [2] propose the use of ontologies in order to automatically and unambiguously discover such services.

Then, Xiao et al. [38] are interested on context-aware service and especially on the dynamicity of the environment. These authors propose a context modelling approach. This approach can dynamically handle various context types and values. They use ontologies to enhance the meaning of a user context values and automatically identify the relations among different context values. Based on the relations among context values, they discover and select the potential services that the user might need.

From the other side, several authors have considered a direct participation of the end user on service specification. Brnsted et al. [4] illustrate this tendency by observing several approaches allowing end users to actively interact with service composition specification. However, these authors do not consider whether terminology used by these tools correspond to the user current vocabulary. The question that emerges here is the following: are these users technical people, who are familiarized with service-oriented technology? Or, are these users business actors who are totally unaware of technical considerations?

A different point of view is given by [4][12][18], which highlight the importance of considering user requirements on service orientation. According to them, a service is supposed to satisfy a given user intention, which becomes central to service definition.

For example, Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) [44] provides a conceptual framework. This framework describes semantically the core element of semantic web services. It is well known by its intention-driven approach. This approach assumes that a user is looking for a service in order to satisfy a specific intention (goal). According to Roman et al. [29] an intention (goal) describes aspects related to user desires with respect to the requested functionality. Then, Keller et al. [6] present a mechanism for WSMO web service discovery. This mechanism is based on a matching process between the user goal and the web service capabilities. This information is represented as a set of objects referring to ontologies. The ontologies used in this service discovery mechanism capture general knowledge about a specific domain.

Moreover, WSMO is used in [43] in order to raise the business process management (BPM) from the IT level (Technical) to the user level (Business). In this project [43], the notion of intention is used in order to specify processes and tasks for which the most appropriate web services can be discovered dynamically.

Thus, in WSMO the user intention and the service capabilities are not formulated according to a specific template. As we mentioned, this information is only represented as a set of object. Therefore, they do not identify the real role that plays each object in the intention specification. Consequently, they do not exploit the semantic of verbs, targets and parameters that can represent an intention.

Besides, in WSMO we do not consider the contextual information that can influence the service execution. This element is not clearly defined in the service description. Thus, they neglect the influence that can have the context on the satisfaction of the user intention.

Another works such as [12] and [28] propose a service oriented architecture based on an intentional perspective. Such architecture proposes the notion of intentional service. This represents a service focusing on the intention that allows satisfying rather than the functionality it performs. Therefore, the introduction of intentional services is an alternative for bridging the gap between low level, technical software-service descriptions and high level, strategic expressions of business needs for services.

Then, Aljoumaa et al. [1] propose an approach for building the Intentional Services Model (ISM) proposed by [12][28]. These authors [1] present an ontological based solution to help user discovering and formulating his needs. They propose a mechanism for matching user needs formulated in business terms as intentions with the intentions of services published in an extended registry.

Moreover, Mirbel et al. [18] also adopt ontology and semantic web technologies for proposing intention-based service discovery mechanisms. They propose a semantic approach guided by the user intentions. In this approach, user requests are expressed using semantic Web technologies.

Then, Olson et al. [23] believe that by using intentions, services can be describe on any arbitrary and useful level of abstraction. According to these authors, through an intention refinement algorithm, intentions can be used not only for describing services, but also for improving the performance of service discovery.

In addition, Baresi et al [2] propose an innovative intention-based approach to represent requirements and adaptation capabilities for service composition.

None of these works considers the notion of context, contrary to Bonino et al. [4]. These authors [4] propose an intention-based dynamic service discovery and composition framework that uses context information. Nevertheless, context information is used only for filtering the input of the user request.

All these works represent two different views of service orientation: (i) one view proposing a context-aware based approach. This view focuses on the adaptation of services according to the context information; and (ii) a second view focusing on an intention-based approach, proposing high level services. This view focuses on user intentions. The first view focuses on service discovery and composition on a highly dynamic environment. It does not consider why service is needed. More, it focuses especially on the context on which a service is valid or can be executed rather than the real use of the service and the purpose of the user.
The latter considers this question without considering the context in which this need emerges. The user requests a service with a specific intention. Although, this intention is more significant when considered in a specific context that can influence its satisfaction.

Questions such as “why a service is useful in a given context?” or “in which circumstances a service need raises?” remain unexplored. Thus, in order to explore both views; we have first to represent them in a semantic way. Thus, we propose a semantic descriptor of services that encompasses notions of context and intention. This description will enrich the service discovery and will improve the selection of the most appropriate service.

III. Motivating scenario

Bob works as a commercial in a company. He is responsible for preparing customer proposals. His company offered him different manners to prepare his proposals. When he is in the company, he has a direct access to the enterprise resources planning (ERP). He uses the service prepare proposal that allow him to write the proposal and send it to the customer via an e-mail. When he is outside, he needs first of all, to make a VPN connection that will allow him to access the ERP. Then, he has to write the proposal and finally send it via fax or e-mail to the customer. In this situation, Bob needs to know how to prepare his proposal depending on his context (if he needs a VPN connection, if he has an Internet connection, if he has a fax next to him, etc.). The information system provides several implementations that Bob needs to know. Such technical details seem too complicate for Bob, who would prefer just a service to prepare his proposal. Actually, Bob needs a transparent access to the service he is looking for, without any technical details concerning which implementation is available in a given context. In order to handle this problem, we propose to describe and to search for him services based on the intention they are supposed to satisfy, which is easier to understand for Bob than technical details about available implementations.

IV. Preliminary concepts: Intention & Context

Before presenting details about our proposition, some concepts should be introduced, essentially the notion of context and intention. In this paper, we exploit the close relation between these two concepts. This is in order to enrich the service description and enhance the service discovery mechanism.

In the next part, we will introduce the notion of intention, define intentional services and present the intentional composition.

A. Intentional service at the glance

The term intention has several different meanings. According to [11], an intention is an “optative” statement expressing a state that is expected to be reached or maintained. The intention represents the goal that we want to achieve without saying how to perform it [11]. Bonino et al. [4] defines an intention as a goal to be achieved by performing a process presented as a sequence of intentions and strategies to the target intention. Even if they differ, all these definitions let us consider an intention as a user requirement representing the intention that a user wants to be satisfied by a service without saying how to perform it [22].

This intention represents the user request when he is looking for a service satisfying his needs. Aljoumaa et al. [1], present a mechanism, based on ontologies, that guide user when he formulates his intention. They present a methodology that help user to discover his needs and formulate it consequently.

Thus, to ensure a powerful intention matching, we formulate the intention according to a specific template [12][28]. This template is defined based on linguistic approach [26]. This approach is inspired by the Fillmore case grammar [9] and its extensions by Dick [8]. It represents user and service requirements. In this template, an intention is expressed by a verb, a target and a set of optional parameters, as illustrated in Figure 2. The verb and target are mandatory, while the other parameters are optional and play specific roles with respect to the verb.

First, the verb exposes the action allowing the realization of the intention. Then, the target represents either the object existing before the achievement of the intention, or the result resulting from the intention satisfaction. The parameters are useful to clarify the intention and to express additional informational such as: direction, ways, quality, etc. The direction parameter characterizes the source and destination of the entities. From the one side, the destination identifies the location of the entities produced by the intention satisfaction. From the other side, the source identifies the initial location of the entities. In addition, the intention template represents the ways parameter. This parameter refers to the instrument of the intention satisfaction. It represents the mean and the manner. The mean describes the entity that serves as an instrument to achieve the intention, while the manner identifies an approach in which the intention can be satisfied. Finally, the quality parameter defines a property that must be reached or maintained [20].

In addition to intention template proposed on [12][28], we also consider the sense of a verb. The intention formalism is based on the verb as an element that expresses the actions, the states, the activities, etc.
The same verb can have different senses depending on his use. For every intention verb, we attribute a set of senses, as illustrated in Figure 3. These senses indicate the meanings of this verb. For example the verb “reserve” has different senses such as: “give or assign a resource to a particular person or cause”, “arrange for and reserve (something for someone else) in advance”, etc.

1) Intentional services definition

As we mentioned above, an intentional service is represented as a service captured at a high-level, in business comprehensible terms. This service is described by the intention it can satisfy, i.e., according to an intentional perspective. A model of this intentional service is presented in [12][28]. These authors [12][28] present an intentional service model (ISM) that associate to each service an intention it can satisfy. ISM is composed of 4 facets, represented in Figure 4, namely the service interface, the service behaviour, the service composition and the QoS.

First, the service interface represents the service that permits the fulfilment of an intention. This is based on an initial situation and terminating in a final situation. Then, the service behaviour specifies the pre and post conditions. The pre condition represents the sets of initial states required by the service for the intention achievement. The post condition represents the set of final states resulting from intention achievement. Next, the service composition represents the possibility of composing more complex intentions by combining lower abstraction level intentions. Next section gives more precisions about service composition. Finally, the QoS introduces the non-functional dimension of service. It represents the quality requirements associated with intentional services.

2) Intentional services composition

The intentional service model emphasises variability on the satisfaction of its corresponding intention. It allows the variability through the service composition. In the ISM model, an intentional service can be aggregate or atomic. First, aggregate services represent high-level intentions. These intentions can be decomposed in lower level one, helping business people to better express their strategic/tactical intentions.

Intentional composition admits two kind of aggregate services: a composite and a variant. While composite services reflect the precedence or succession relationship between two intentions, variant service correspond to the different manner to achieve an intention. This needs for variability is justified by the need to introduce flexibility in intention achievement [12][28].

According to [28], atomic services are related to operationalized intentions and can be fulfilled by SOA functional services. Atomic intentional services are then operationalized by software services. In contrast, aggregate services have high-level intentions that need to be decomposed in lower level ones till atomic intentional services are found.

Nevertheless, we advocate that this vision does not consider the evolution of service technology. This evolution can stand now for small pieces of software. This software encapsulates reusable functionalities, as well as for large legacy systems, whose complex process are hidden by technologies such as Web Services or ESB [31].

By considering that only atomic services can be operationalized by software service, ISOA architecture limits the reuse of such legacy systems under an intentional approach. Actually, legacy systems often encompass complex services. These systems subsume the satisfaction of multiple intentions or an intensive variability on their satisfaction. Moreover, such systems can be compared to aggregate intentions, but they cannot be assimilated to simple atomic intentions.

In this paper, we extend the vision originally proposed by [12][28]. We consider that both atomic and aggregate intentional services can be operationalized by software service, which can be also atomic or composite. As a consequence, both technical and intentional compositions are possible independently, allowing more powerful constructions. Besides, contrarily to [28], we do not consider that intentional service should be seen as a separate entity from technical service. Such separation leads to poor technical descriptions that are semantically incomplete, since they do not include an intentional description. We propose in this paper a full semantic descriptor, which considers service as a single entity with multiple dimensions: intentional, technical and contextual dimensions.

B. Context information description

Context information corresponds to a very wide notion. As we mentioned earlier, it is usually defined as any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity (a person, place, or object considered as relevant to the interaction between a user and an application) [7]. The notion of context is central to context-aware services that use it for adaptation purposes. Context information can stand for a plethora of information, from user location, device resources [27], up to user agenda and other high level information [13]. Nevertheless, in order to perform such adaptation processes, context should be modelled appropriately. The way context information is used depends on what it is observed and how it is represented. The context-adaptation capabilities depend on the context model [19].

Thus different kinds of formalism for context representation have been proposed. Nevertheless, an important tendency can be observed on most recent works: the use of ontology for context modelling [19]. According to [19], different reasons motivate the use of ontologies, among them their capability of enabling knowledge sharing in a non-ambiguous manner and its reasoning possibilities. This tendency follows the evolution of context-aware services, which adhere, in their majority, to a semantic description of such services. In this paper, we also adhere to this tendency, adopting an ontology-based context modelling based on [27].

Reichle et al. [27] define context information based on three main concepts: 1) the entity referring to the element to which the context information refers; 2) the scope identifying the exact attribute of the selected entity that it characterizes; and 3) the representation used to specify the internal representation used to encode context information in data-structures.

According to this context model, we directly associate the scope that we observe with the entity that the context element refers to. This let us consider that, in order to have the value for a given scope, we have to observe his corresponding entity. However, this represents an ambiguity since some scopes are not directly related to a precise entity. For example, if we want to represent the humidity around a given user, this information can not be captured by observing the user but rather the environment.

Therefore, in order to make this context model more meaningful, we believe that we must separate clearly the notion of entity that we want to represent from the property that we want to observe.

The Figure 5 illustrates our proposed context model. Each context information is identified by two important concepts, the entity and the attribute. The distinction between these two concepts is adopted in order to not mix up the entity to which the context information refers to (e.g., user, device, etc.) with the attribute that characterize the property that we want to observe. The attribute represents a piece of context information about the environment (location, time...), a user (profile, role...) or a computational entity (resource, network....).

Moreover, this context model is based on a multi-level ontology representing knowledge and describing context information (Figure 6). It provides flexible extensibility to add specific concepts in different domains. All these domains share common concepts that can be represented using a general context model, but they differ in some specific details.

According to [19], this context model presents context according to three main categories: (i) environment context representing contextual information about user location, time, social context, etc.; (ii) user context that represents user profile, agenda, Role, activity, etc.; (iii) computational entity context including contextual information related resource, network, etc.

This two-level ontology consists in an upper level, defining general context information (e.g., profile, activity, location, network, etc.), and a lower level, with more specific context information (temperature, latency, etc.). Therefore this separation enhances the reuse of general context information and provides flexibility to add domain-specific knowledge.

Besides, in our opinion, context information does not have all the same importance. It can differ from a user to another according to their preferences. Consequently, we propose to associate with context attributes the notion of ‘weight’. Our purpose is to clarify the importance of a context attribute according to the domain and to the user preferences. The profile context model, presented in the Figure 7, consider this by allowing to each entity to have a profile specifying this weight.

A profile represents the user preferences regarding context information. These user preferences are represented as a profile assigned to each entity. It allows the definition of a weight that the profile owner allocates to each context.
attribute. This weight, whose value is between 0 and 1, represents the importance of an attribute to a given entity.

![Profile Context Model](image)

The purpose here is to highlight the real importance of a context attribute according to user preferences. The importance of the attribute is proportional to its weight. It decreases if the value affected decreases, and it grows if this value grows. The weight can then be used for matching purposes, and notably during the matching between the user current context and service context conditions. By proposing this profile model, we intend to promote context attributes that are seen as most relevant ones for a given user. For example, by considering this profile, a context attribute having a lower weight (i.e., that is not particularly interesting for the user) will be less influential for calculating the context matching score, than another attribute with higher weight. Even if this context attribute participates in the matching process, the weight assigned to it will decrease its importance, and consequently the context score will be calculated according to user preferences.

Therefore, a user (or even a system administrator) may define, for an entity, a set of profiles representing his preferences. Through this notion of profile, it is possible to enhance this selection of the most appropriate service that can interest the user.

The next section describes how all dimensions can coexist in the proposed service semantic descriptor.

V. PROPOSITION: PUTTING EVERYTHING TOGETHER: CONTEXT-AWARE INTENTIONAL SERVICES

The latest research in service oriented computing recommends the use of the OWL-S for semantically describe services [34]. Even if OWL-S is tailored for Web services, it is rich and general enough to describe any service [34]. OWL-S [16] defines web service capabilities in three parts representing interrelated sub-ontologies named service profile, process model and grounding. The service profile expresses what the service does. It gives a high-level description of a service, for purposes of advertising, constructing service requests and matchmaking. The process model answers to the question: how is it used? It represents the service behaviour as a process and describes how it works. Finally, the grounding maps the constructs of the process model onto detailed specification of message formats, protocols and so forth (often WSDL).

The OWL-S represents a flexible and extensible language, as demonstrated by works such as [14][34].

Similar to these works, we propose to extend service description in OWL-S by including information concerning both context and intention that characterize a service.

A. Describing context-aware intentional service in OWL-S

In this section, we present our extension of OWL-S. This extension includes: (i) intentional information about services; and (ii) contextual information about services conditions of execution.

In the following part, we present the intentional extension of OWL-S.

1) Describing service intentions

According to an intentional perspective, a user requires a service because he has an intention that the service is supposed to satisfy. Hence, the importance of considering user intentions emerges on service orientation. Such new dimension is central to service definition.

Thus, we propose to enrich OWL-S service description with the intention associated to it. We extend OWL-S, including on it the intention that a service can satisfy. This is done by adding a new sub-ontology, which describes the intentional information of the service.

![Service intention Description in OWL-S](image)

The Figure 8 illustrates our intentional extension of OWL-S. The proposed property satisfies is a property of Service. The class ServiceIntention is the respective range of this property. Each instance of Service will satisfy a ServiceIntention description. The ServiceIntention provides the information needed to discover the appropriate service in order to satisfy a specific intention. The service intention presents “what the service satisfies”, in a way that is suitable to determine whether the service fulfills user intention. This part of the service description presents the principal intention of the service. This intention is formulated according to a specific template [28].

This description differs from the last service intention description presented in [20]. One can notice that the service intention description presented in this present paper is defined in a separate sub-ontology. It is related to the service description instead of describing it as a service parameter in the service profile description. This change is due to several reasons: (i) since the service intention, in our proposition,
represents an important aspect of service definition. It will affect the service discovery process, and is more meaningful and clear to describe it in a separate block; (ii) the evaluation performed on both descriptions demonstrated that the analysis of a service description with separately intention description on a sub-ontology is more efficient than the proposal presented in [20]; (iii) the analysis of a service description by a matching algorithm that ignores intention description is easiest: if this description is separated from the rest (in other words, extended services remain compatible with old registry).

```
1       <service:Service rdf:ID="PREPARE_PROPOSAL_SERVICE">;
2       </service:Service>
3       <profile:Profile rdf:ID="PREPARE_PROPOSAL_PROFILE">
4       ...
5       <profile:hasAction>
7       </profile:hasAction>
8       ...
9       <profile:hasTarget>
11      </profile:hasTarget>
12      ...
13      <profile:hasObject>
15      </profile:hasObject>
16      ...
17      </profile:Profile>
18      </Profile>
```

Figure 9. Example of describing service intention in OWL-S

In the Figure 9, a service is associated with the intention “prepare a proposal” (line 7, <profile:hasintention>). This intention (<intention:Intention>) is then described according the template “verb, target, parameters” (see lines 10-19), using the extended OWL-S elements. In this example, the verb (<intention:Verb>) is “prepare” and the target (<intention:Target>) represents the object “proposal” (<intention:Object>.

In the next section, we will present the extension of OWL-S including service contextual information.

2) Describing contextual information

An intention that a user wants to satisfy emerges in a given context. In our opinion, it has a closely relation between the notion of context and intention. This relation should be exploited. Thus, the user intention becomes less important and less significant if we did not take it with its context of use. According to this, we propose to extend the service profile. Our purpose is to allow service provider to define context information that characterize an intentional service.

For instance, let us consider the intention prepare proposal (described in the Section III). For this intention different implementations are available enabling users to search, prepare and send a proposal to the customer in different situations. This service can be particularly executed considering client location, type of the used device and type of the network.

A first implementation can be proposed considering the user is in the company (location). He writes his proposal from his personal computer (device) and sends it via fax to the customer. This user is connected via the Ethernet of the company (network).

A second implementation of the same service can be executed when the user is outside (location). He accesses, via his smart phone (device) with a 3G connexion (network), to a specific application allowing him to write a proposal and then send it via mail to the customer.

Each one of these implementations can be associated with a different context description. By considering such a description and the user current context, it is possible to select the most appropriate implementation in a transparent way for the user.

For example, the Figure 10 and Figures 11 illustrates an example of a context conditions description that can be associated to the first implementation of the prepare proposal intentional service.

```
<ctx:context>
   ...
   <ctx:condition>
      <ctx:contextElement>
         <ctx:hasEntity>
         </ctx:hasEntity>
         <ctx:hasAttribute>
         </ctx:hasAttribute>
         <ctx:contextValueSet>
            <ctx:valueElement>
               <ctx:operator>
               </ctx:operator>
               <ctx:value>"Company"</ctx:value>
            </ctx:valueElement>
            <ctx:valueSet>
               <ctx:contextValue>
                  <ctx:contextValueSet>
                     <ctx:contextElement>
                        ...
```

Figure 10. User context Description: Condition 1

First, the Figure 10 represents the condition that the “location” of the user is the “company”. The user represents the entity to which the context refers (<ctx:hasEntity>). The location represents attribute that characterize the observed property of the context (<ctx:hasAttribute>). And the
company represents the observed value of the attribute (<ctx:value>).

Next, the Figure 11 represents another context condition. This illustrates that the “network” (attribute) of the “device” (entity) is “Ethernet” (value).

Thus, according to [20], contextual information can then be considered as part of the service description, since it indicates situations to which the service is better suited. However according to [14], context information cannot be statically stored on the service profile due to its dynamic nature. Context properties related to service execution can evolve, whereas service profile is supposed to be a static description of the service.

Thus, in order to handle dynamic context information on static service description, we adopt the approach [14]. This approach enriches OWL-S service profile with a context attribute, which represents a URL pointing to context description file. Since context information is dynamic, we opt to describe context element in an external file. Thus, this will allow service provider to easily update such context information related to the service description itself. The context description of a service describes, from the one side, the situation status of the requested service (environment in which the service is executed), and from the other side, the contextual conditions (requirements) to execute the service. Both information can be used for service discovery purposes. In the next section, we will describe briefly the composition of intention.

3) Composing intentions

Intention and context attributes described above intend to expose both aspects of a service notably for discovery purpose. Thanks to the OWL-S extension we propose, a service can be discovered either by intention it can satisfy, or by the context associated with this intention. In addition to these aspects, a third aspect should be exposed: the service variability. Such variability is expressed, in the intentional perspective, by the composition of intentional services. This indicates the decomposition of the service intention on lower level intentions. Thus, according to [20], (i) the technical composition of a service, described in OWL-S process model, represents software components. These components are combined to supply service operations; (ii) the intentional composition represents not only lower level intentions necessary to satisfy service intention, but also different possibilities the service offers for satisfying this intention [20].

The technical composition supplies technical elements necessary for service execution. Then, the intentional composition provides an understanding, from final user point of view, of the service and the diverse forms of satisfying service intention. Thus, we propose to extend OWL-S process model by including the specification of an intentional service process, as illustrated in Figure 12.

The Figure 12 presents the extension we propose for the process model. This extension considers two kinds of process: the atomic intentional process and the aggregate intentional process. It considers also a simple intentional process, which is used to provide an abstracted view that can be atomic or aggregate. A simple intentional process is realized by an atomic intentional process and expands into an aggregate intentional process. An aggregate intentional process can be either a composite intentional process or a variant intentional process.

First, the composite intentional processes reflect the precedence/succession relationship between their intentions. Such relationships are specified using composition constructs such as Sequential, Parallel and Iterative. The composition represents a sequence in which there is a sequential order between component processes, or a parallel in which components can run in parallel. The iterative construct is used when the satisfaction of an intention may require iterative execution of a given set of actions.

Then, the variability is represented by the variant intentional process, which uses constructs such as multiple,
**alternative** and **path**. The **multiple** construct offers a non-exclusive choice in the realization of the intention. It groups multiple simple processes, among them, at least one will be chosen. The **alternative** construct represents a process with an alternative choice. It regroups several simple processes that are mutually exclusive. Then, it builds a new process of the same level of abstraction but of higher granularity. And finally, the **path** construct offers a choice in how to achieve the intention of the aggregate process. It offers composite processes that are mutually exclusive.

According to them, aggregate intentional service need to be decomposed till an atomic intentional service is found. These authors do not take into account, for example, the software encapsulating reusable functionalities.

![Figure 13. Example of OWL-S Intentional composition: Composite Intentional Process](image)

For instance, let us consider the example of the service (described in the Section III) satisfying the intention **prepare proposal**. This service is offered by Bob ERP. It allows him to write a proposal and send it to the customer.

This service is described as a composite service (`<eiprocess:CompositeIntentionalProcess>` in Figure 13). It represents a **sequence** (`<eiprocess:Sequence>`) between the atomic intentions (`<eiprocess:AtomicIntentionalProcess>`) **launch VPN connection** and **write proposal**, and the variant intention (`<eiprocess:VariableIntentionalProcess>`) **send proposal**, as illustrated in Figure 13.

This latest variant represents a path (`<eiprocess:Path>`) between the atomic intentions **send proposal by mail** and **send proposal by fax** as illustrated in Figure 14. From a technical point of view, this service is composed by multiple ERP functionalities, described in OWL-S process model. Such description is beyond the scope of this paper, since no modification has been proposed for technical composition on OWL-S process model.

In our vision, an aggregate intentional service, which is composed of other intentional services, can be associated with a software service. This software service can be also composite of other technical services. This extends the vision of [1][12][28] that consider that only atomic intentional service can be operationalized by a software service.

![Figure 14. Example of OWL-S Intentional composition: Variant Intentional Process](image)

Thanks to the OWL-S extension proposed here, we enable the description of intentional composition, from final user point of view. This extension exposes the variability representing different manners to satisfy user intentions. The intentional composition description allows a service discovery guided by intention, presented at a high level.

4) **Describing Service Resource**

A service, with an intentional description, can be seen as an **intentional service**. Each intentional service acts as a fragment of process implemented by the software service. It handles input information in order to satisfy its corresponding intention and resulting in some output information. Input and output of an intentional service describes, respectively, an initial and a final situation. These situations are expressed as set of states over resources handled by the service. Such initial and final situations are important for intentional composition. This is because they are supposed to guide the satisfaction of high-level intention associated with the aggregate service.

![Figure 15. Resource description in OWL-S process model](image)
According to this, we introduced the notion of resource on OWL-S, as presented in Figure 15. A resource represents a class of objects, with its corresponding attributes, that are manipulated by an intentional service. For instance, a service implementing the intention “prepare proposal” will manipulate a “proposal” resource, with a “preparation state” attribute. Then, when the resource is used as intentional input or output parameter, a state can be assigned to the resource. The element “state” allows then attaching values to each resource attribute.

The Figure 16 illustrates the resource “proposal” used as intentional output with a state defined by the attribute “preparation state” with the value “done”.

Besides, we believe that variability on intention achievement may depend on external factors. These factors concern context information. Each variant may have context conditions in which it is most appropriate to use it. For each variant, we attribute a context conditions description. This context description represents in which circumstances it is most appropriate to use it.

Thus, in order to consider context influence on intentional variants, we propose including context information also on the process variability description. We associate contextual conditions to each process variant described at the intentional level. This context description will enhance the variability dynamic of intentional process.

Thus, such extension can help to choose the variant according to context conditions. Thus, we extend OWL-S process model by including on it a contextual condition through the element “context” (<eprofile:context> in Figure 17). Similar to context element associated with service profile, this element points out to an external file containing context description (see Section V.A.2), referring to context conditions that apply to a given variant.

For example, the Figure 17 illustrates this OWL-S process model extension through a contextual condition pointing out the context description file.

### B. Context-Aware Intentional Service registry:

**Implementation**

In this section, we will present the implementation of our semantic service descriptor. Then, we will introduce our service discovery.

1) **Overview**

In this paper, we present a semantic enriched service descriptor. In order to demonstrate feasibility, we implemented a semantic service registry. This takes into account an enriched service descriptor based on the extension of OWL-S described in this paper. This description provides comprehensive specifications of a service. This specification is based on the intention it satisfies and the context conditions in which it is valid and executed. This extended service description is then tested and used by a context-aware intentional service discovery process (detailed in the Section V.B.3). The purpose is to find the most appropriate service according to a given request.

The Figure 18 shows the architecture of our enriched registry application [33]. The interface ServiceManager represents the entry point to the application. It offers a set of methods allowing ontology management and service discovery and selection. The implementation of this interface holds two references of the PersistenceManager and the SearchEngine interfaces. Both implementations use the Strategy Pattern in order to provide a flexible change of the strategy. Then, this can facilitate the addition of new persistence or/and matchmaker implementations. To load the right strategy, the application uses a properties file in which it is stated the strategy class to use.

The SearchEngine uses a MatcherFacade interface that acts as a façade between the SearchEngine and the API to operate service descriptions. The PersistenceFacade interface acts as a façade between the PersistenceManager and the database to access service and ontology descriptions.

Thus, our proposed semantic service registry can be divided into two core parts. The first one is the persistence package. It handles ontologies and service descriptions. The second one is the search engine package. It is in charge of searching an appropriate service for a given request, based on the extended service description.
In the next sections, we explain the different used ontologies and models. They are implemented in order to create the enriched semantic service registry and to implement the extended OWL-S descriptor proposed here. Then, we explain how this extended service description is used by the service discovery manager. And how it can find the most appropriate service that fits user request in his current context.

2) Implemented models for a semantic service descriptor

The OWL-S description is based on a set of ontologies. This ontologies supplies service providers with a core set of constructs. It describes the properties and the capabilities of their services. In order to enhance this description and implement the semantic descriptor proposed in this paper, we extend OWL-S ontologies: (i) Service.owl (ontology providing the service profile) and (ii) Profile.owl (ontology providing a service grounding). Then, we add a new ontology, called Intention.owl. This ontology contains elements and concepts necessary to describe the intention that a service is able to satisfy. Then a new ontology named ExtendedService.owl brings together service and intention ontologies on this new service descriptor. The ExtendedProfile.owl defines the structure of the elements describing the service profile and the intention this service satisfies. In this description, we add an ObjectProperty has_Intention and the context information by adding a new DataProperty context (pointing to the context description file).

Based on the OWL-S API Mindswap [41], we develop an OWL-S extension API in Java. This extension implements the service description according to his intention and context. In order to evaluate the proposed implementation, the service retrieval test collection OWLS-TC2 [42] is used. Although, OWLS-TC contains only basic service descriptions based on OWL-S. It does not have any information about the service intention and context conditions. We preferred this test collection because it provides a large number of services from several domains, test queries and relevant ontologies. The collection is intended to support the evaluation of the performance of OWL-S service matching algorithms. OWLS-TC [42] provides 576 semantic Web services written in OWL-S 1.0 and OWL-S 1.1 from 7 domains (education, medical care, food, travel, communication, economy, weapon).

Based on this collection, we have implemented our presented semantic service descriptor. We use it in order to extend OWLS-TC service descriptions with intentional and contextual description. Besides, we develop an interface called OWL-S extended API. This interface allows us to load from the OWLS-TC a service description and enrich it with contextual and intentional.

Thus, all this models and service descriptions are then used for a context-aware intentional service discovery process. The purpose is to search the most interesting service according to user request and context. This is detailed in the next section.

3) Context-Aware Intentional Service Discovery

With the variability and the diversity of services that are potentially available to the user in a pervasive environment, we propose a mechanism for services discovery. This mechanism take into account the user context and intention. It is based on the presented semantic descriptor of services and on a matching algorithm that we detail below. The purpose of presenting this algorithm here is to illustrate potential application of the semantic description we propose for service discovery.

The service discovery process is launched when the user sends his request representing the intention he wants to be satisfied. Once the request submitted, we load the collected user current context file. The Service Discovery Matcher loads all the semantic description of the available services (described using our proposed extension of OWL-S). Then, launches the matching process on all the available services.

The matching is a two-step process, illustrated on Figure 19. First of all, we match the user intention with the intention that the service satisfies. Second, all service context conditions are matched with the user current context (step 1.2). Finally, we calculate the degree of match between the user request and the provided service (the sum of intention and context degree of matching). Next, we add the service with its obtained score in a list (step 1.3). These steps are done for all the available services. Then, from the resulted list, we select the service having the highest score (step 2 on Figure 18).

The most important steps in this matching process are thus, the intention matching and the context matching (step 1.1 and 1.2 on Figure 19).

The intention matching process compares semantically the verb and the target of the user intention with those from service intention. From the one side, we compare the user intention verb with the service intention verb. This semantic comparison is based on a verb ontology. This verb ontology contains a set of verbs, relations between them (synonym, hyponym, hypernym) and their meanings in a specific domain. From the other side, we compare semantically the user intention target with the service intention target based on domain-specific ontologies. This domain-specific
ontology represents a set of possible targets in a specific domain.

![Context-aware intentional service discovery diagram](image)

**Figure 19.** The context-aware intentional service discovery

Then, the context matching process, based on the context model, matches the different context element values. These values represent the context conditions of the service with those from the user current context.

This service discovery mechanism taking into account the notion of context and intention is well detailed in [22].

In order to evaluate our proposition, we first implement our semantic descriptor. Then, we propose to users an interface that allows them to load from the OWLS-TC a service description and enrich it with contextual and intentional information.

In our architecture, the **ServiceManager** module (Figure 18) represents the entry point for our discovery process. It supplies search methods for client applications. Two different search methods are offered. The first one proposes only the best ranked service. The second one proposes a list of all suitable services with their matching scores. This method is interesting because it allows the requester to observe the score of the different services and then decide whether the service really fits the request. Furthermore, the complete list allows the requester to make his own choice of which service is the best for him [33]. For example, if there is more than one service with a top score, the requester could examine each of them and decide by himself which one he wants to use. The **searchService**, on the other hand, is a simple method, that returns only the top service without any score. This method is interesting whether the client is not interested by interacting with a list and just needs a simple and fast result.

The **searchService** is based on a **Matchmaker** interface representing a discovery service matching algorithm. In our implementation, the matchmaker is easily replaceable in order to support multiple discovery processes. Thus, to select the matchmaker that should be launched with the application, we have to set up the properties file. This can be done by adding the name of the needed matchmaker.

Two main implementations of matchmaker have been proposed. First, we implement a basic matching algorithm that we called the **BasicMatchmaker**. This matchmaker is based on the input and output information. According to the user input and output, the **BasicMatchmaker** will be in charge of searching and selecting the best service [33]. Then, we implement our proposed context-aware intentional service matching algorithm (Figure 19) using OWL-S extended API, Jena [40] and the reasoner Pellet [39]. **Jena** [40] is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications. It provides a programmatic environment for RDF, RDFS and OWL, SPARQL and includes a rule-based inference engine. We mainly use this framework for persistence purposes: reading, writing and verifying ontologies. Second, **Mindswap OWL-S API** [41] provides a Java API for programmatic access to read, execute and write OWL-S service descriptions. The extension of this API (OWL-S extended API) is used to operate on the service descriptions, such as getting the intention and the context of each service in order to calculate its match score. Finally, **Pellet** [39] is an OWL reasoner for Java. We adopt Pellet mainly due to its good performance and widely usage.

The implemented context-aware intentional service algorithm is called the **ContextIntentionMatchmaker**. It calculates a score based only on the user and service intention and context. This matchmaker is based on two classes **ContextMatching** and **IntentionMatching**, which are in charge of calculating respectively the context and intention scores. By separating score computation, it is possible to easily disable one of these classes in order to evaluate separately the impact of context or intention matching on the core.

The **ContextIntentionMatchmaker** demonstrates how the search method works and how a more sophisticated matchmaker can be implemented and used in the application.

In order to evaluate the validity of our context-aware service discovery algorithm and the impact of the enriched service descriptor, we present the results experiments and the evaluation of our proposition in the next section.

VI. Evaluation

As mentioned earlier in this paper, we generate a semantic repository. This repository contains a set of extended service descriptions based on the extended OWLS-TC2 [42]. We choose the Travel domain for the test. It represents about 200 service descriptions. We enrich those descriptions by intentional and contextual information related to each service. Then, the evaluation has been performed under an Intel Core 2 Duo 2,26 GHz CPU with 2Gb of main memory.

The purpose of our experiments is to evaluate the validity of our algorithm and the feasibility of our extended service descriptor. Our objective is to evaluate 1) whether the processing time is reasonable: **scalability**: 2) whether the
algorithm effectively select the most appropriate services: result quality.

A. Scalability

We measure the scalability of our service discovery algorithm with respect to the number of services and the capabilities of the laptop, by measuring the average processing time.

We implement a bash script that runs our implemented service discovery algorithms. This script returns the response time in second. We launch it several times and then calculate the average response time.

The result of the service discovery performance is shown in Figure 20. We evaluate the response time of three types of service discovery: (i) input/output service discovery (actually the BasicMatchFacade) (IO); (ii) intentional service discovery (implemented by the Context Intention MatchMaker with the context matching score disabled) (I) and (iii) context-aware intentional service discovery (IC). The average response time is measured with different quantity of services (10, 30, 60, 100 and 200 files).

![Service Discovery Performance](image)

**Figure 20.** The evaluation of the response time of different service discovery

For example, for 60 services, the (IO) takes 4 s to select the desired services, while (I) takes 5.2 s and (IC) takes 6.8 s. The graph clearly illustrates that the context-aware intentional service discovery algorithm (IC) takes longer to process services. However, this difference on execution time does not represent a serious time difference from a user perspective (from 7s, for the faster algorithm, up to 10.6 s for the slower for 200 services). Actually, we notice that the service discovery based on input and output goes faster for selecting services. But, the response time of our algorithm still represents a reasonable processing time for selecting the most appropriate service.

As the next section demonstrates, our algorithm offers better results than input/output algorithm, since we proceed to service selection also according to user context and intention.

B. Result Quality

In order to measure the quality of the result, we cover the two most useful evaluations: precision and recall. These two metrics are defined in terms of a set of relevant services and a set of retrieved services. The precision represents the proportion of retrieved services that accurately matches user intention in a given context. It is calculated according to the formula (1). The recall represents the proportion of relevant services that are retrieved. It is calculated according to the formula (2).

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{|\text{relevant services} \cap \text{retrieved services}|}{|\text{retrieved services}|} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{|\text{relevant services} \cap \text{retrieved services}|}{|\text{relevant services}|} \quad (2)
\]

Thus, to evaluate this two metrics, we formulate five user requests. These requests represent the user intention in a given context, as illustrated in Table I. These requests are relatives to the travel domain. They are formulated and inspired from the available service descriptions.

We choose to represent some requests that can be accurately matched with available services (Exact). Besides, we add some requests that can have a good matching score with the available services (Not Exact).

These requests are formulated, as mentioned above, in order to validate the correctness of our IC algorithm. Moreover, our purpose is to verify if it really returns what it is used to return.

For evaluation purposes, we adopt a scenario from the travel domain corresponding to the service set used for testing. In this scenario, the user wants to practice a sport during his holiday. He is looking for surfing or hiking sport. Thus, he searches a destination where he can practice such sports. Then he wants to reserves a hotel or a BedAndbreakfast room for the period. Based on this scenario, we propose five requests with different context elements in order to evaluate the result quality of our implemented context aware intentional service discovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intention</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Hotel</td>
<td>- Age &gt;=18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve BedAndBreakfast</td>
<td>- Season = Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locate Sport Destination</td>
<td>- Age &gt;= 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Season = Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- City = Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Surfing Destination</td>
<td>- Age &gt;= 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Season = Summer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Surfing Level = Beginner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Hiking</td>
<td>- Weather = not disturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Weather = not disturbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Health = Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table I. USER REQUEST WITH CURRENT CONTEXT](image)
Through the experiments, we could observe that the precision and recall is most important when considering the user intention and service context in the service discovery.

The result in Figure 21 shows that we obtain about 99% of precision and about 95% of recall for the 5 randomly chosen requests. These results are then compared to those obtained by IO service discovery algorithm illustrated on Figure 22. This figure shows that we could obtain an interesting recall 95.2% but a lower precision, which is about 50%.

From the one side, the 95% of recall obtained by the IO algorithm is circumstantial since this algorithm is not able to select a service adapted neither to user context nor to his intention. In fact, the IO service discovery algorithm can only return all the service related to the request with a high rate of “false-positive” (indicated by precision).

Thus, these results demonstrate that the IC algorithm is able to find all or almost services that can fulfills user intention in a given context, with the lowest rate of “false-positive”

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we considered context-aware and intention-based service orientation as complementary approaches that should not be isolated from each other. We explain our belief that an intention is only meaningful when considering it in a given context. Moreover, we believe that a context description is only meaningful when associated with other intention. We proposed, consequently, to enrich OWL-S service description. This extension includes the description of the intentions a service can satisfy. It includes also the context in which this intention is meaningful, context in which service is (or can be) executed.

From the one side, we enriched service description with knowledge about intentions and composition of intentions that are meaningful for final users, who request the service. From the other side, we enriched this service description with context information necessary for adapting such service.

By proposing such a semantic descriptor of service, we enable the expression of services that can adapt themselves to context of use and that represent a formulated user requirements. The service discovery process will exploit this extended description in order to enhance the satisfaction of the user request. By exposing both aspects of a service, we could develop a context-aware intentional service registry. From the one side we implement different models and ontologies needed by our proposed semantic service descriptor. From the other side, we implement a context aware intentional service discovery that illustrates how the semantic descriptor we propose can be exploited for discovery purposes.

The evaluation of our implementation demonstrates that our extension of the service description (by adding the context and intention information) makes the description more meaningful and the service discovery more precise and appropriate to the user needs.

In order to progress on this sense, our next step is to improve the implementation and analysis the results of our proposed semantic descriptor and context-aware intentional service discovery mechanism. Then, we expect to evaluate our service discovery mechanism in a more interesting real world scenario. Besides, these experiments will be tested on a more important number of services.

Based on these results, our efforts will be then focused particularly on the service prediction. Given the large amount of existing services and user needs, our purpose is to help users. We opt to propose them personalized services, without their demand, that can interest them according to their history and current context.
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